
 

Vas 5054a Windows 7

Customers can accelerate growth, drive efficiencies, and realize long-term cost reductions running
Windows on AWS. Customers can reduce 5-year cost of operations by 56% and gain 37% lower

infrastructure costs, delivering up to 442% ROI over 3 years, per IDC. AWS also offers customers
more ways to save through unique pricing models such as Savings Plans, which provide you with

savings up to 72% on Amazon EC2 instances, and Amazon EC2 Spot, which reduces costs by up to
90% on compute instances for fault tolerant workloads. Install Windows 10 in about 5 minutes. Install

Windows 10 Home on 5 computers for free. Your computers will come pre-loaded with Microsoft
Office, OneDrive, and other Windows 10 apps and features.One-time 5 USD fee for Windows Pro or

Windows Enterprise. Amazon Elastic Container Service for Kubernetes (Amazon EKS) enables
customers to use Kubernetes to run containerized applications within the AWS cloud. Applications

run on container-optimized Linux or Windows-based virtual machines (VMs) in the cloud. EC2
Container Service (ECS) provides a highly-scalable managed container service that makes it easy to

use and offers a wide variety of enterprise grade services. Please contact the Microsoft Technical
Support Center at https://www.microsoft.com/contact/support/default.aspx?lang=en for product

activation. Since the VAS 5054A is a Microsoft device, a Microsoft license key (1001382-0000) will be
provided. The product activation key is mandatory for use with Windows and the Microsoft software

applications installed on the VAS 5054A.
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You can't just upgrade to Windows Server
2016 Essentials. You need to find the

correct upgrade path for your
environment. The Microsoft online

documentation outlines both the direct
upgrade path (from Windows Server 2008
R2 Datacenter) and the two reverse path

routes: 1) from Windows Server 2016
Essentials to Windows Server 2008 R2

Datacenter, and 2) from Windows Server
2016 Datacenter to Windows Server 2016
Essentials. You can find a migration plan
at the Cloud Marketplace, which includes

dedicated AWS Optimization and
Licensing Assessment (AWS OLA), and
AWS Migration Acceleration Program

(MAP) for Windows Server. If you have an
on-premises Windows environment, the

AWS OLA will help you determine whether
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it makes sense to move to AWS. The AWS
OLA will also help you decide whether you

need to upgrade the CPUs of the
instances, or add Reserved Instances. If

you opt for the AWS Migration
Acceleration Program for Windows, you

will get guidance on how to migrate your
Windows-based workloads, including a

plan on how to manage migration impact.
You can find a migration plan at the Cloud

Marketplace, which includes dedicated
AWS Optimization and Licensing
Assessment (AWS OLA) and AWS

Migration Acceleration Program for
Windows. This is the recommended

migration path for customers who are
looking to move their on-premises

Windows workloads to AWS. If you have
an on-premises Windows environment,
the AWS OLA will help you determine

whether it makes sense to move to AWS.
The AWS OLA will also help you decide

whether you need to upgrade the CPUs of
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the instances, or add Reserved Instances.
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